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Abstract 
This report has its origins in the code refactoring work issued in spring 2013 as a Degree 
Project in the Computer Engineering Programme, at Örebro University. The work took place 
at Nethouse in Örebro, and had a major focus on code design, and code quality. 
 
The report discusses the factors that affect how maintainable and readable a code is, but also 
how to reasonably evaluate and measure code quality. 
 
The theory is mixed with the practical, where the reader is introduced to a variety of methods, 
and how these were then implemented in the actual project that Nethouse provided. 
 

Sammanfattning 
Denna rapport har sitt ursprung i det kodefaktoriseringsarbete som utfärdats våren 2013 som 
examensarbete i dataingenjörsprogrammet vid Örebro Universitet. Arbetet utfärdades på 
Nethouse i Örebro, och hade stort fokus på koddesign och kodkvalitet.  
 
I rapporten diskuteras vilka faktorer som påverkar hur underhållbar och läsbar en kod är, men 
också hur man på ett rimligt sätt kan utvärdera och mäta kodkvalitet. 
 
Den teoretiska biten blandas med den praktiska, där läsaren introduceras för ett flertal 
metoder, och hur dessa sedan implementerades i det faktiska projektet som Nethouse 
tillhandahöll. 
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Background 
This degree project took place at Nethouse in Örebro. Nethouse is a consultant company, 
working with system development for customers in both enterprise and the public sector. 
Depending on the project, the work takes place either in the office or out with the customer. 
 
To evaluate and allow the customer to rate the sold service, Nethouse uses an evaluation 
system (called NKI, Nöjd Kund Index), based on the company's core values. The system 
worked, but lacked in some aspects. The code behind the system was tangled and hard to 
maintain, and thereby needed some code refactoring to enable implementation of unit testing, 
which did not previously exist. 
 
The developers at Nethouse realized, that if the system was difficult or impossible to unit test 
because of its internal structure, then the risk of introducing new bugs was too high.  With no 
unit tests, it would mean that the developers would have to manually test and debug the 
system every time they introduced a new feature or corrected a bug.  
Manual testing and debugging instead of having automatic tests, would mean that the time 
spent on testing would increase significantly. A few hundred automatic tests would take no 
more than half an hour to run, where the same tests manually would take days, if not weeks to 
perform. It the tests were only to be run once, then perhaps it would take longer to write the 
tests than to do them manually, but the more changes, the more you have to test not only the 
new features, but also the surrounding code to make sure you haven’t mistakenly affected 
more than you intended to.  
With this way of thinking, the developers came to the conclusion that if the NKI system 
would be developed further, then either they would have refactor the code to keep the costs 
down in the future, or start all over with a new system that worked in the same way as the 
existing one. 
 
 
1.2 Project 
The main focus for this project was to refactor the existing code in the NKI-system, and open 
up the possibility to maintain and develop the system and thereby lengthen its life length. The 
changes made to the code were continuously evaluated throughout the project. 
 

1.3 Objective 
The objective of the project was to be able to refactor the NKI in such manner that the system 
became testable, but also easier to maintain for further development in the future. 
 

1.4 Requirements 

• The code should be restructured to fit the Model-View-Controller pattern. 

• Code duplication should be minimalized 

• The code should be understandable just by reading it, without having to read other 
modules 
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• Functions should be rewritten and broken down to make future changes less extensive.  

• Code metrics should be improved with at least 10%
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2 Refactoring – what, how and why? 

2.1 What is refactoring? 

2.1.1 Understanding the definition of refactoring 

As part of the requirements for this project, it is claimed that the code the code should be 
rewritten to “make future changes less extensive”. In software engineering this is described as 
“maintainability”. Maintainability means how easy it is to maintain the code, and 
maintainability is defined by IEEE as [1]: 
 
“Modification of a software product after delivery to correct faults, to improve performance or 

other attributes, or to adapt the product to a modified environment.”  

 

In order to be able to adapt a product to a modified environment, the code needs to adapt as 
the requirements are updated and changed. This is where refactoring comes in. Refactoring is 
the tool for keeping code maintainable throughout the changes during the lifetime of a 
product. Refactoring is a way of rewriting the internal structure of the code, without changing 
its functionality [2][3][4].  

2.2 How do we refactor? 
Refactoring basically means to repeatedly extract, rename and restructure the code until it is 
more readable and has higher maintainability [2][3][4]. 

Extract – to break out a piece of code into its own method or class. This is done repeatedly, to 
get methods with single responsibilities which thereby can be reused. 

Rename – to change the name of a class, method or variable, to better describe what it is and 
does, especially after the code has been extracted from its original context. 

Restructure – this step is similar to extract, but is more about moving code, to either fit a 
design pattern or to make code easier to access for reuse.  
 

2.3 Why refactor? 

2.3.1 Refactoring makes software easy to understand.  

When reading code that is long and tangled, it gets harder to follow, and understand what 
lines of code is related, and even what the code does. By refactoring and breaking down code 
in small and clear modules, reading becomes easier. By being able to read code more easily, 
understandability also increases [2][3][4].  
As a comparison; if an application were a book, then the classes would be chapters, the 
functions would be sentences and the lines or statements would be the words. As well as it 
makes sense in fictional books to have a well-structured language, it’s the same with 
programming. Long sentences are hard to follow, and so are long functions. To increase 
readability in a book we use punctuation and paragraphing, and to increase readability in 
code, we use descriptive function names and extract methods [2][3][4]. 
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2.3.2 Refactoring helps you find bugs.  

Whether the code is clean or not, some bugs are inevitable to appear over time when the 
requirements of the product changes and several developers work with different parts of the 
same code. However, a lot of pain can be spared when finding and solving those bugs.  
If a developer has to solve a bug in code that is tangled and hard-to-follow, the focus 
automatically moves from solving the bug – to trying to understand the code. The more a 
developer has to think about “what the code does”, the longer it takes to find the area that 
causes the error [2][3][4].  
 

2.3.3 Refactoring helps you program faster.  

Often in software engineering, the work is pressured by a deadline, and many programmers 
claim that there is simply no time go back and refactor existing code that already works and 
does what it’s supposed to do. According to Martin [2], bad code is actually what in the long 
term slows down development. Having to break the code every time a change is made, and 
then try to fix it again - retracing illogic patterns actually takes more time than to do it right in 
the first place.  
 

 
Figure 1: Illustration of how productivity decreases over time when working with bad code. [5] 

2.3.4 Refactoring improves the design of software.  

Since refactoring is part of what keeps code maintainable, the design of the whole software is 
strongly affected. Refactoring code to become more readable and easy to follow can be 
compared to resources in an office; sorting papers into folders, putting pens into pen trays, 
placing things into boxes with describing labels – simply putting things where they should be. 
Refactoring improves software design in the same way that sorting office supplies improves 
the office order [2][3][4][6]. 
 

2.4 Recognizing bad code 
In order to be able to refactor existing code and make it better, one must have a clear idea 
about what separates “good code” from “bad code”. When it comes to code design, there are 
many different opinions about what is defined as what. Many programmers claim that it is 
often a question about personal taste, but between the different opinions of taste, there is often 
some obvious errors and a good explanation to why they are so.  
 
Often in software engineering, programmers are able to see when a code is messy, but find it 
hard to distinguish what makes it so. Something often referenced to in other books and reports 
[2][3][7] is the concept of “code smells”, which is a way of defining and pinpointing common 
design errors in code. 
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Already in 1999, the term code smells was used and became even more popular after Martin 
Fowlers book “Refactoring: Improving the Design of Existing Code” [3].  In the book, 22 
different code smells are described, of which 7 are discussed and highlighted in chapter 5 of 
this report. 

3 Methods  

3.1 Model-View-Controller software architecture 

The NKI is based on ASP.NET and using the Model-View-Controller software architecture 
pattern [8][9]. The MVC-pattern is also known as PAC (Presentation/Abstraction/Control) –
pattern [10], and has come to be very useful in the sense that it separates the user interfaces 
from the underlying data structures and business logic [8][19].  
The original MVC-pattern contains three class categories [8][10]: 
 
Models – manage the behavior and the data of the application. Notifies views of changes. 
Views – presents the information from the models, sends user input to the controller. 
Controllers – receives information input from the user, and informing the model to change. 
Selects view for response.   
 

 
Figure 2: Illustration of the Model-View-Controller software architecture [11] 

 
 
However, the original MVC-pattern does not specify how to structure the data layer and the 
business layer. Some say that the Model in MVC contains both the data layer and the 
business, while others say that the Model only contains the business entities. In the NKI-
project, the model is the business entities, while the data layer and the business layer is 
maintained with the repository pattern [12]. 
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3.2 The repository pattern 
The Repository Pattern [12] is used to create an abstraction layer between the database 
context and the controller. Since it is not necessary in the controller to know where the data 
comes from, or what the tables in the database look like, the repository works to take away all 
unnecessary information about the underlying dependencies, and only giving the significant 
information to the controller. In the NKI-project, the repository pattern handles both the data 
layer and the business layer.  
 

3.3 The Unit of Work pattern 
Working together with the repository pattern is the unit of work pattern. The unit of work is 
responsible for providing the right data source, and only calling it once per view request. If 
the view uses two different controllers, that both uses the same DbContext, only one 
connection should be created. The unit of work is keeps track on what data is needed where, 
and to make no more connections than needed [13]. 
 

 
Figure 3: Illustration of the repository pattern and how the unit of work encapsulate both the repository 

and the DbContext [14] 

 

3.4 The ViewModel pattern 
As an extension to the MVC-pattern, the ViewModel [15] pattern was included in the project. 
A ViewModel is a class that represents data used in a specific view. The ViewModel pattern 
allows a flexible way to access data from multiple models or sources. 
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3.5 Lazy loading 
The Entity Framework supports lazy loading [16] of related entities. With the lazy loading 
enabled, initialization of related entities from the data source is delayed until they are 
explicitly called by a navigation property. 

3.6 Dependency Injection 
Dependency Injection [17][18] is a software design pattern where dependencies are removed 
from the place where they are used, and instead are created elsewhere, and injected to the 
constructor when the specific class or method is called. By extracting the dependencies, 
classes and methods become more loosely coupled, and easier to unit test. With the 
dependencies extracted, the unit tests allows to isolate and test only the desired parts. 
 

3.7 Measuring maintainability 
In order to be able to tell whether the refactored code is actually better than the original, some 
methods for evaluation is required. Some of the code smells [3] are hard to evaluate other 
than reading, and with words describe the differences. For example, it’s hard to put any good 
measurement on whether a method has a descriptive name or not. 

In the requirements for this project, it was said that code metrics should be improved by 10%. 
Visual Studio provides a tool for calculating code metrics, which was used throughout the 
project. 

3.7.1 Code metrics 

Code metrics is a set of software measurements that provide developers with insights on the 
code, to easier identify strengths and weaknesses of the code. The code metrics in Visual 
studio contains measurements for maintainability index, cyclomatic complexity, depth of 
inheritance, class coupling and lines of code [19]. Each measurement method is explained in 
the following topics.  

3.7.2 Maintainability Index 

Calculates an index value from 0 to 100 to indicate how easy the code is to maintain and for 
further development. The higher value, the higher maintainability [19]. The maintainability 
index in visual studio is a normalized version of a well-known formula created at Carnegie 
Mellon[20].  
The Maintainability Index in visual studio value is calculated from the formula [21]: 
 
Maintainability Index = MAX(0,(171 - 5.2 * log(Halstead Volume) - 0.23 * (Cyclomatic 
Complexity) - 16.2 * log(Lines of Code))*100 / 171) 
 
Halstead Volume is a metric that measures the overall complexity and effort to maintain the 
code [22]. Cyclomatic complexity and Lines of Code will be described below. 
Although the formula is far from perfect, it still gives a good estimation on how easy the code 
is to maintain. 

3.7.3 Cyclomatic complexity 

Measures the complexity of the code and calculates the number of different paths in the 
program. The more complex a code is, the harder it gets to properly test that it does what it’s 
supposed to without any unexpected behavior [19].  
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3.7.4 Depth of inheritance 

Calculates the length of object inheritance hierarchy. The deeper the hierarchy, the harder it 
gets go understand where the objects come from, and the harder it gets for further 
development [19]. Lower values are preferred.  

3.7.5 Class Coupling 

Calculates the number of classes referenced in the current class or method. The more external 
references in parameters, variables, return types or methods, the harder it gets to reuse code 
because of its many dependencies [19]. Lower values are better. 

3.7.6 Lines of Code 

Calculates the number of lines in the code. A high number of lines in a class or a method 
might indicate that the class or method is doing more than what it is supposed to and should 
be split up, since longer methods and classes are harder to maintain and also one of the bad 
code smells explained earlier [19]. 
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4 Tools 

4.1.1 Visual Studio 2012 

Visual Studio 2012 is an Integrated Developer Environment (IDE) from Microsoft. Visual 
Studio provides tools for developing console and graphical user interface applications along 
with websites, web applications and more [23]. 

4.1.2 Entity Framework 

Entity framework is an Object-to-Relational mapping (ORM) which allows data stored in 
relational databases to be mapped to objects. When working with object oriented 
programming, this simplifies communication to and from databases [24].  
The object- to relational mapping does not have to be strict, but one object can be mapped to 
more than one type of data in the database. Once the mapping is set up, entity framework 
provides all related data needed for the object requested. 

4.1.3 Linq 

LINQ is short for “Language-integrated Query”, which is uses query-related constructs to fit 
the programming languages such as C# or visual basic. The query constructs are not 
processed by an external tool, but is integrated to the language itself. LINQ is fully integrated 
with entity framework, and allows developers to formulate queries against the conceptual 
model using the language construct for writing queries [25]. 

4.1.4 Unity Containter 

Unity is a lightweight dependency injection container with support for constructor, method 
and property injection calls [18].  

4.1.5 Team Foundation Server 

The Team Foundation Server (TFS) is a tool built in to Visual Studio 2012, and is used for 
source control, data collection and project tracking [26]. 
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5 Implementation 
Theories and the value of code refactoring, as well as the methods to be used have been 
discussed previously in this report. In this section, these theories will be used in practice in 
order to meet the requirements for the project. The theories of code smells mentioned in 
chapter 2 of this report will be illustrated with practical examples and with a presentation of 
how they were removed from the code. The changes in architecture will be presented in a 
similar manner with practical examples of what the code looked like before and after the 
changes. 
 

5.1 Reducing duplicated code 
Code duplication is, according to Robert C. Martin in the book Clean Code [2], the “root of 
all evil in software design”. He continues and explains as follows; 
 
“When a system is littered with many snippets of identical, or nearly identical code, it is 

indicative of sloppiness, carelessness, and sheer unprofessionalism. It is the guilt-edged 

responsibility of all software developers to root out and eliminate duplication whenever they 

find it.” 

In the Nki-project, it did not take many minutes of searching before the first instances of code 
duplication was found. It seemed like the previous developers had been lazy while writing 
new code, and simply just copied functions from old classes, and pasting in to new ones 
instead of restructuring the classes and reusing the existing code. 
 

5.1.1 Example of duplicated code in the NKI-project 
public ActionResult TeamName(string teamname) 
{ 

if (teamname == "System") 
{ 
 

[10 lines of code] 

 
return Json(consultants, JsonRequestBehavior.AllowGet); 

} 
if (teamname == "A&V") 
{ 
 

[Same 10 lines of code] 

 
return Json(consultants, JsonRequestBehavior.AllowGet); 

}  
if (teamname == "Infra") 
{ 

[Same 10 lines of code] 

 
return Json(consultants, JsonRequestBehavior.AllowGet); 

} 
else 
{  

[Same 10 lines of code, but without search condition for team name] 

 
return Json(consultants, JsonRequestBehavior.AllowGet); 

} 
} 
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5.1.2 Previous example after refactoring 
public ActionResult GetConsultantsByTeamName(string teamname) 
{ 

return Json(_adConsultantRepository.GetAdConsultantsByTeamName(teamname), 
JsonRequestBehavior.AllowGet); 
}  

In the rewritten example, all functionality was extracted to the repository responsible for such 
get-functions. The 10 lines of code was slightly rewritten but without any duplication. In only 
this function, about 30 lines of redundant code was removed. 

5.1.3 Duplicated code - or almost duplicated code? 

In several places in the Nki-project, there were times when parts of code seemed to be exactly 
the same, but in a closer look had a few small differences. In this example, the code is taken 
from one of the controllers, with the interesting parts highlighted; 
 
public ActionResult Create() 
        {    
            string IdentityName = ""; 
            string ClaimName = identity.GetClaimIdentityName(IdentityName); 
 
            var userNameConsultants = new ConsultantContext( 
            new 
Uri(System.Configuration.ConfigurationManager.AppSettings["URIToConsultants"].ToString
()), ConsultantContext.Format.Json) 
            .Consultant 
            .Where(x => x.Office == 
System.Configuration.ConfigurationManager.AppSettings["Office"].ToString()) 
            .OrderBy(x => x.UserName) 
            .ToList() 
            .Select(x => new 
            { 
                name = x.DisplayName, 
                userName = x.UserName 
            }); 
 
 
            var consultantArray = new System.Collections.ArrayList(); 
            var consultants = new ConsultantContext( 
                new 
Uri(System.Configuration.ConfigurationManager.AppSettings["URIToConsultants"].ToString
()), ConsultantContext.Format.Json) 
            .Consultant 
            .Where(x => x.Office == 
System.Configuration.ConfigurationManager.AppSettings["Office"].ToString()) 
            .OrderBy(x => x.DisplayName) 
            .ToList() 
            .Select(x => new 
            { 
                name = x.DisplayName, 
            }); 

  
… 
 

In the code above, the first highlighted area is code where the previous developers creates a 
new ConsultantContext, and it is fairly easy to guess that information about consultants is 
loaded from somewhere, and put in to an arraylist.  
A few lines below, one can observe almost exactly the same code. The difference between 
these two arrays seems to be that the first of them contains both the username and the 
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displayname of a consultant, while the later only contains the displayname. Sometimes this 
kind of design can be hard to understand – is there a reason for why the previous developers 
choose this approach? After evaluating the usages of these two arraylists, the answer turns out 
to be – no, there was no reason. The previous developers simply choose to create two lists and 
refer to one of them when both name choices were needed, and the other list when only the 
displayname was needed. 
  
As a refactoring choice in this case, the later of the two arraylists above was removed in favor 
of the first one. The same list of consultants was used with both the displayname and 
username available. Allowing future developers to choose which of the name choices to use 
when needed. 

5.2 Removing dead code 
Dead code means code that exists in a project, but is never used. Reasons for this could be 
that the previous developers tried to foresee future changes, and started to implement things 
that after a while was forgotten. Instead of removing it when releasing the application, the 
code somehow was left where it was to confuse future developers [2][3][7]. 
 
Code that is never used was found in several places in the NKI-project. In some places, there 
was unused auto-generated code as a result of using the built-in class templates in visual 
studio. Instead of simply removing unused functions, the previous authors of the NKI-project 
just left them. 
 
In other places, there was user written code with functions suspiciously similar to those in 
other classes. In this case, it was most likely the copy/paste-syndrome caused the authors to 
copy more code than necessary, and later forgetting about.  
 

5.3 Renaming Poorly named classes, methods or variables 
Sometimes when creating new classes or methods, it can be hard to come up with a good 
name for them, to properly describe what they do. All in all, not giving classes, methods and 
variables proper names makes the whole code look very sloppy [2][3][7].  
 
In the Nki-project, there was a lot of poorly named classes, methods and variables, which 
complicated things when analyzing and getting to know the code. When the previous 
developers call a controller-class “CreateNki”, then other developers will automatically 
assume that the class does exactly that; creates a Nki. But when the create-class also is used 
for editing an already existing Nki, things are not that obvious anymore.  
 
Calling an integer variable “AllNki” might not be the most obvious way to say that the 
variable actually keeps count of the number of Nki. Simply renaming this variable to 
“NumberOfCompletedNki” helps when reading and trying to understand what the code 
actually does.  
And as funny as it might have seemed at the moment when the original authors wrote the 
code, naming a class “roflmao” (short for “rolling on the floor laughing my ass off”) is 
probably one of the most terrible naming in the project, and nowhere close to offering a clue 
about what the code does.   
Below follows a list of some of the renaming in the project. 
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Context Type Name before  Name after 

Local variable int AllNki NumberOfCompletedNki 
Local variable List<Consultant> usernameConsultants consultants 
Public method Actionresult TeamName getConsultantsByTeamName 
Local variable List<CoreValueQuestions> listcorevaluequestions CorevalueQuestions 
Public method SubjectType GetBySubjectTypeIdString GetSubjectTypeById 
CSS class div class roflmao NkiStatisticsArea 
Local variable int allcompletedNKI NumberOfCompletedNki 
Local variable double AverageCompletedNKI AverageGradeForCompletedNki 
Public method string GetUserTeam GetTeamNameForUser 
Public method List<Consultant> GetAllConsultantsByID GetAllConsultants 
Public method Team GetByTeamID GetTeamById 
Public method List<Customer> GetAllCustomersByID GetAllCustomers 
Public method List<SubjectType> GetAllSubjectTypesById GetAllSubjectTypes 
Public method void SaveGoalCard AddNki 
Public method List<Customer> GetCustomerByName GetAllCustomers 
Public method void newCustomer AddCustomer 
Public method void newConsultant AddConsultant 
Public method List<Consultant> GetConsultantsByName GetAllConsultants 

5.4 Breaking down long methods into shorter methods 
Functions should be short, and do no more than what the function name says it does. Instead 
of handling long methods that does several things, maintainability can be increased by 
breaking out parts of the code, and make them their own method. By only having to read a 
descriptive method name, it gets considerably easier to find the right part of the code for 
future changes [2][3][7].  

5.4.1 Example: create if not exists (before) 

In this particular example, there is some quite redundant code, and perhaps not that easy to 
follow what it does. In this first part, the original code is illustrated, and the refactored code 
will be presented under the next topic. 
 
The code itself is not be that important to fully understand, but is still there to illustrate the 
changes that has been made.  An explanation of the code follows after the example 
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var dbConsultantsUsername = _consultantRepository.GetAllConsultants(); 
string lastInlocalDB = ""; 
foreach (var item in dbConsultantsUsername) 
{ 

lastInlocalDB = item.Username; 
if (item.Username == model.consultantsUsername) 
{ 

var editconsult = item.Id; 
Consultant  theEdit = createNKIRep.GetByConsultantID(editconsult);                            
theEdit.Name = model.ConsultantName; 
theEdit.Username = model.consultantsUsername; 
goalcard.ConsultantId = theEdit.Id; 
break; 

} 
} 
if (lastInlocalDB != model.consultantsUsername) 
{ 
 Consultant newConsultant = new Consultant(); 
 newConsultant.Username = model.consultantsUsername; 
 newConsultant.Name = model.ConsultantName; 
 createNKIRep.newConsultant(newConsultant); 
 goalcard.Consultant = newConsultant; 
}  
 
1. All consultants are loaded from the local database and saved into a list.  
2. The list of consultants from the local database is then looped through, to see any of the 
consultants matches the one that has been selected from the Active Directory on the company 
server.   
3. In each loop, the “lastInLocalDB” is set with the Id of the current consultant in the list. 
4. The list is looped through until a match is found (if there exists a local copy of the selected 
consultant in the Active Directory), or there are no more consultants left in the list.  
4. When a match is found, the Id of that particular consultant used to get a single consultant 
from the local database. The selected single consultant then gets a new name and username 
from the selected consultant in the Active Directory (the new names are however never used) 
5. When it is confirmed that there exists a local copy of the selected consultant, the id of the 
consultant is saved to the specified “goalcard”, which is another name for Nki. 
6. If no match is found in the local database, a new consultant is created from the Active 
Directory- data received. 

5.4.2 Example: create if not exists (after) 

As described in the previous example, the original code was very nested, and did a lot of 
things that it did not have to do. For example; when working with databases, there is no need 
to loop through a whole list of objects in order to find one object with a specific criteria.   
 
What the code above was supposed to do, is the following; 
1. Try to get a consultant with a selected username from the local database 
2. If there doesn’t exist a consultant with the selected username – create a new. 
 
All of the code above was replaced with the following line: 
 
nki.Consultant = TryGetConsultantFromDbElseCreateNew(ConsultantUserName); 
 
The implementation was moved to another class, since similar get-functions was used in more 
than one place.  
Below is the refactored code, hopefully easier to follow. 
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public Consultant TryGetConsultantFromDbElseCreateNew(string ConsultantUserName) 
{ 

Consultant consultant = new Consultant(); 
try 
{ 

consultant = GetConsultantByName(ConsultantUserName); 
} 
catch (InvalidOperationException) 
{ 

consultant.UserName = ConsultantUserName; 
AddNewConsultant(consultant); 

} 
return consultant; 

} 

  
 

5.5 Breaking down large classes 
In the same way as with long methods, large classes have less readability and are harder to 
overlook and see what they are intended to do [2][3][7].  
 
As mentioned in the previous topic, there was a controller-class called CreateNki which did 
not only Create, but also Edit a Nki. One way to avoid the confusion could have been to 
rename the class into “CreateAndEditNki”, but since the “Create”-methods were called from 
one view, and the “Edit”-methods from an other, it seemed more convenient to break those 
two apart, and thereby also follow the MVC-rule about “one controller per view”. 
 

5.6 Minimizing number of parameters 
The more parameters a function has, the harder it gets to trace and understand where they 
come from. According to Martin [2], the ideal function has zero parameters. Having this as a 
starting point encourages refactoring in such manners that less is better, and that it might be 
taken in to consideration to send in a whole object to the function, instead of specific 
values[3][7]. 
 

When it comes to readability, it decreases for every parameter sent in to a function. When it 
came to the Nki-project, there were several places where the precious developers sent in only 
some of the data into a function, instead of sending in the whole object – or even creating a 
new object for the specified task.  
As an example, when a consultant wants to check the statistics for his/her team, to see how 
the customers have evaluated their effort, the data is presented in a graphical chart. The 
previous developers sent in all the data necessary to draw chart as follows: 
 
model.Chart = Utils.GetChart(averageGrades, 250, 200, "", false, "Eng Kom Lön Ödm", 
"Chart5", false); 

 
The code works fine, but when it comes to readability, it’s hard to know what the different 
parameters are, and which one to change if developers want to alter the way the statistic is 
presented in the future.  
  
Adding a new model that contains the represented allows developers to quickly see which of 
the sent in parameters is used for. 
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model.Chart = Utils.GetChart( 
new ChartModel() 
{ 

AverageGrades = averageGrades, 
Height = 250, 
Width = 200, 
Title = "", 
XAxisLables = false, 
XAxisTitle = "Eng Kom Lön Ödm", 
ChartName = "Chart5", 
EnableExport = false, 

} 
); 

  

5.7 Removing misused comments  
Commenting the code is not always a bad thing, but the problem with them is that they do not 
always change when the code does. Old comments that does not match the code it describes, 
is considered worse than not having any comments at all [2][3][7].   
 
As mentioned earlier, misplaced comments is worse than not having any comments at all. 
When comments describe code that no longer exist, or describes code that later was decided 
to be moved to a different class. 
 
For example: 
 
// CRUD operationer för Create-delen. 
[Serializable] 
public class CreateNKIRepository 
{ 
.. 
} 
The comment above was removed since it states that the code is handling Create-, Read-, 
Update- and Delete operations, while the class only handled Create operations.  
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5.8 Restructuring the code to the Model-View-Controller pattern 
In the original version of the Nki-project, all the repositories were placed in the model 
component. But since repositories are neither model, nor controller in the MVC-pattern, they 
were during the refactoring extracted and treated it as its own component. When using the 
repository pattern properly, the repositories became too many, and keeping them in the 
Model-class would decrease the readability of the code. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Before and after separating the repository classes from the Model to its own subfolder. 
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5.9 Using the repository pattern 

5.9.1 Before refactoring 

In the previous code, there was one repository per controller, which led to a lot of code 
duplication. For example, the function “GetConsultant” existed in a total of 5 places in the 
original code, since it was used in 5 different controllers. 
For each of the controllers, a repository as follows was included; 
 
private readonly CreateNKIRepository createNKIRep = new CreateNKIRepository(); 

  

5.9.2 After refactoring and restructuring repositories 

The repositories were one by one replaced with new ones where each new repository was 
responsible for one aggregate root. This restructuring made it possible to remove a lot of 
duplicated code, but with the down side of having to include more than one repository-
reference per controller. With the new design, the controllers had to reference as many 
repositories as different aggregate roots used. For example, a class using both “Consultant” 
and “Customer” had to include two repositories.  
 
After the refactoring, a controller could look as follows in the head of the file; 
private static readonly NKImodeledmxContainer Db = new NKImodeledmxContainer(); 
private readonly NkiRepository _nkiRepository = new NkiRepository(Db); 
private readonly ConsultantRepository _consultantRepository = new ConsultantRepository(Db); 
private readonly CustomerRepository _customerRepository = new CustomerRepository(Db); 
private readonly TeamRepository _teamRepository = new TeamRepository(Db); 
private readonly QuestionRepository _questionRepository = new QuestionRepository(Db); 
private readonly EvaluationTypeRepository _evaluationTypeRepository = new 
EvaluationTypeRepository(Db); 

  

5.9.3 Creating a generic repository 

To reduce duplicated code even more, the repository pattern was combined with a generic 
repository, from which all the other repositories inherit. Since all common functions such as 
“add”, “create”, “delete”, “getSingle”, “getAll” appeared in most repositories, these 
functionalities were extracted. The intention with this was to increase code reusing (and 
thereby reduce code duplication) and to improve maintainability. 
 
The head of the generic repository looked as follows; 
 
public abstract class GenericRepository<TEntity> : IGenericRepository<TEntity>  
        where TEntity : class 

 
To get a requested instance through the generic repository, lambda expressions were used. In 
that way, it is possible to use the same base function for all kind of create, read, update, or 
delete functions. 
For example, the “GetSingle” function below accepts a lambda expression, and can thereby 
be used no matter what the entity or search condition (get single by id, name etc.). 
 
public TEntity GetSingle(Expression<Func<TEntity, bool>> predicate) 
{ 
    return _objectSet.Single<TEntity>(predicate); 
} 
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5.9.4 Introducing the Unit of work pattern 

As described previously, the restructuring of the repositories led to less code duplication, but 
also more class dependencies to reference in each controller. Another problem with this 
approach is to make all repositories work on the same context. In the code displayed above, it 
has been solved by calling the context in the controller, and sending in a reference to it in each 
repository.  But if a view uses more than one controller, there will also be more than one 
context reference created.  
 
With the unit of work pattern, each repository and context will only be referenced once. And 
instead of creating the references in the controllers, the unit of work keeps track on what has 
already been created. In each of the controllers there is only a single reference (all moved in 
to the unit of work): 
 
private readonly UnitOfWork unitOfwork = new UnitOfWork();  

 

And inside the unit of work: 
 
public class UnitOfWork : IDisposable, IUnitOfWork 
    { 
        private NkiRepository nkiRepository; 
        private ConsultantRepository consultantRepository; 
        private CustomerRepository customerRepository; 
        private TeamRepository teamRepository; 
        private QuestionRepository questionRepository; 
        private EvaluationTypeRepository evaluationTypeRepository; 
        private CoreValueAndAverageGradeRepository coreValueAndAverageGradeRepository; 
        private SelectedQuestionRepository selectedQuestionRepository; 
        private CoreValueRepository coreValueRepository; 
        private NKImodeledmxContainer db; 
 

 
… 

The repositories were then available on demand. If the repository exists, it will be 
provided. If it does not yet exist, it will be created and then provided as follows: 
 
public ConsultantRepository ConsultantRepository 
{ 
            get 
            { 
                if (this.consultantRepository == null) 
                    this.consultantRepository = new ConsultantRepository(db); 
                return consultantRepository; 

} 
} 

  
 

5.10 Using dependency injection to facilitate unit testing 

I order to explain how dependency injection can facilitate testing, one need to understand the 
difference between unit test and integration tests. Integration tests are used to verify that 
different pieces of a system works together as expected [27], while unit tests verify that a 
relatively small piece of code is doing what it is intended to do [28]. 
When the code is strongly coupled, it gets harder to isolate small pieces of code for testing. In 
practice, this means that when a test is failing, the error can be hidden anywhere in the large 
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piece of code. When a test goes all the way from the data layer, through the business layer, 
and finally to the presentation layer, there is many places where it could go wrong. 
 
Inversion of Control means that we invert the control that classes have on their dependencies. 
Normally when we create a class, any other classes it uses are dependencies for it, and any 
other changes to those dependencies affect our class. This means that our higher level classes 
are affected by lower level classes in our application [29]. 
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6 Result 
Changes in the code were continuously measured with the code metrics in Visual Studio, and 
evaluated by other developers at Nethouse. In this section will the final results be presented.  

6.1 Code metrics 

6.1.1 Summary of the code metrics 

Values before refactoring 

Namespace Maintainability 

Index 

Cyclomatic 

Complexity 

Depth of 

Inheritance 

Class 

Coupling 

Lines of 

Code 

Nethouse.NKI.Web 81 4 2 16 8 

Nethouse.NKI.Web.Common 70 20 1 36 27 

Nethouse.NKI.Web.Controllers 63 246 3 101 966 

Nethouse.NKI.Web.Infrastructur 58 25 1 30 63 

Nethouse.NKI.Web.Infrastructure 87 30 4 32 53 

Nethouse.NKI.Web.Models 78 367 4 98 1263 

Nethouse.NKI.Web.ViewModels 93 330 1 19 339 

      

Summary 81 1022 4 237 2719 

 
Values after refactoring 

Namespace Maintainability 

Index 

Cyclomatic 

Complexity 

Depth of 

Inheritance 

Class 

Coupling 

Lines of 

Code 

Nethouse.NKI.Web 79 6 2 28 16 

Nethouse.NKI.Web.Common 78 20 1 31 28 

Nethouse.NKI.Web.Controllers 67 167 3 81 451 

Nethouse.NKI.Web.Infrastructure 86 17 4 22 34 

Nethouse.NKI.Web.Models 86 270 4 34 460 

Nethouse.NKI.Web.Repositories 86 169 2 99 737 

Nethouse.NKI.Web.UnityOfWork 89 35 1 14 46 

Nethouse.NKI.Web.ViewModels 93 330 1 18 341 

Summary 85 1014 4 226 2113 

 

6.1.2 Maintainability index 

The maintainability index of the whole project has only been improved with 4%, but 
considering the high start value of 81%, that is only to be expected. In projects with a lot of 
business logic, it is hard to keep this index high. 

6.1.3 Cyclomatic complexity 

The cyclomatic complexity is about the same after refactoring as before. So despite adding 
the repositories, unit of work and the dependency injection, the code is no more complex. 

6.1.4 Depth of inheritance 

The depth of inheritance is unchanged, which is expected since there is the same number of 
layers in the architecture. 
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6.1.5 Class Coupling 

According to the code metrics, classes are a little less coupled after refactoring, even after 
adding extra components such as the unit of work, dependency injection and a generic 
repository. 

6.1.6 Lines of code 

The most significant change in the code metrics is the lines of code, which has decreased by 
600 lines. A lot of duplicated and dead code has been removed and rewritten. Despite the 
added components, the total amount of lines are still reduced. 

 

6.2 Maintainability 
Because of the inversion of control and the unit of work, it is now possible to write proper 
unit tests for the project. The code is restructured in such way, that it is easier to read and 
understand what it does.  
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7 Discussion 

7.1 Achievement of the course objectives 

After having completed the course, I have gotten increased knowledge in how to write 
maintainable, testable and readable code. By following code standards, considering rules such 
as the code smells, I have a deeper understanding of what separates good code from bad code, 
and how the internal structure of a program affects its life span. 
I have started to understand how to properly plan the architecture of software, and how each 
part should be modular and loosely coupled to facilitate further development and unit testing. 
 

7.2 Compliance with the project requirements 
The code have been restructured to fit the Model-View-Controller pattern. 
Code duplication have been minimalized. 
The code is easier to understand when reading it, without having to read other modules 
Functions have been rewritten and broken down to make future changes less extensive.  
Code metrics have been improved. The maintainability index have only been improved with 
4% and not 10% as stated in the requirements, but since the index was quite high to begin 
with, the result is acceptable. When looking at lines of code however, the result has been 
improved by 22%.  

 

7.3 Specific results and conclusions 

The most significant results were the overall restructuring of the software architecture. How 
the repositories were extracted from the model, and the inversion of control that makes unit 
testing possible. Noteworthy is also the reduced amount of code, where a fifth of the code has 
been removed, and the program still functions in the same way. 
 

7.4 Project development 

The project can and will most likely be developed further. The refactoring was just the first 
step, in order for additional functionalities to take place. The NKI-application still have some 
changes to go through to become cross-platform friendly. When visiting customers, it is 
desirable to provide the evaluation in a tablet. If internet is not available at the moment, the 
application is also desirable to use in offline-mode.  
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